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In this special section, meet nine
companies who are providing innovative
solutions to the newspaper industry’s
most urgent challenges. Learn what they
are doing for the industry, and why they
are determined to lead newspapers to a
sustainable and bright future.

Together, they are sponsoring Executive
Voices 2.0: The Conversation Continues,
a gathering of industry leaders similarly
intent on blazing a way forward with
creative thinking, collective sharing and
speedily acting.

HOW TO TAKE YOUR
RECRUITMENT REVENUE
GAME TO THE NEXT LEVEL
Newspapers know one thing for sure, there
is absolutely nothing like the strength of a local relationship.
“Newspapers have developed a
level of trust in the market with
their readership and advertising
customers that is unparalleled in
today’s crowded marketplace,”
says Brent Ferguson, vice president for Monster. “We value those
relationships and want to enable
the newspaper industry to deepen
and grow those relationships by
helping our partners offer the best
recruiting solutions possible to
their customers and continuing to
be the trusted advisor their local
customers expect them to be.”
Just shy of celebrating its 25th
anniversary, Monster is the
company that invented the online
recruiting industry to enable
connections between employers
and candidates. Their expertise in
digital recruitment, along with
best practices in sales and
marketing, enables their newspaper partners to deliver a comprehensive offering to the market,
reduce cost of sale and drive incremental recruitment revenue to the
bottom line.
Monster offers their newspaper
p a r t n e r s a c o m p r e h e n s ive
recruitment platform and e-commerce engine that addresses the
needs of both the candidate and
the employer. Their solution
includes a completely co-branded
recruitment site experience that
mirrors the full functionality and
content of their flagship site,
Monster.com, through a partner-branded experience.
Additionally, their partners have
the ability to bring Monster’s
complete employer recruitment
offering to market through their
local sales efforts – including job
adver tising, resume search,
applicant tracking, cloud solutions, mobile career sites, social
advertising and more.
Newspaper partners benefit by
e x p a n d i n g t h e i r ava i l a b l e

recruitment of ferings to the
market, which creates opportunities to increase average order
size, expand conversations with
clients around new technologies,
and integrate best in class technology into the business without
the need for investment or
overhead expenses – all while
maintaining local account exclusivity. Plus, their partners are able
to differentiate themselves from
the competition by offering local,
national and global solutions.
As a company, Monster is deeply
committed to their partners in the
newspaper space and values the
relationships they’ve developed.
“When we enter a partnership, we
commit the resources to ensure
collective success. We are there
with our partner’s sales and leadership teams every step of the way,
including training, local events,
sales blitzes, webinars, marketing
activation and insights,” says
Ferguson. “Monster is only
successful if our partners are
successful.”

To learn more about
Monster and its products,
visit www.monster.com

WHY TELEVISION AND
NEWSPAPERS ARE A PERFECT
(AND PROFITABLE) PAIR
Do TV and newspapers go together? For over three decades,
NTVB Media has shown that they do.
NTVB is known best for its six
national entertainment magaz i n e s, i n cl u d i n g T V G u i d e
Ma g azine, Channel Guide
M a g a z i n e, T V We e k l y a n d
ReMIND. The media company
provides more than 300 newspaper
partners with quality entertainment content, which enables
them to increase subscribers,
reduce chur n, boost reader
engagement, cut costs and create
new revenue streams.
“Newspapers are in our blood,”
explains Michael Keever, SVP and
CMO for NTVB Media. “With more
than 30 years in the newspaper and
media business, we have a proven
track record with hundreds of
newspapers across the country.”
Now, NTVB Media is helping
newspapers in a rapidly-changing
television world by providing
products and services that address
readers’ needs while also
i m p rov i n g t h e n ews p ap e r s ’
business. First, the company offers
TV Weekly to the niche audience
that want a robust lisitings publication for which readers wll pay a
premium price. Second, it gives
papers the entertainment content
their readers so desperately crave
to navigate the numerous viewing
options available today.
“Americans are watching more
television than ever, and they are
accessing it in several ways and on
many different devices,” says
Keever. “The average person has a
thousand choices on TV every
night, and we provide our partners
and their readers with suggestions

and recommendations on what to
watch. This is a great opportunity
for newspapers to satisfy current
readers and interest new readers.”
Partnership is truly the name of
NTVB’s game, as the company
provides easy-to-implement
programs that help papers satisfy
and keep subscribers and to make
revenue through subscription
sales, distribution and advertising.
“NTVB Media is vested in the
newspaper industry,” Keever said.
“You’ve seen us at dozens of
conferences, but what you haven’t
seen is the millions of dollars
we’ve paid to TV Weekly partners.
We also syndicate content at no
out-of-pocket cost, which is the
next step in our long tradition of
creating win-win relationships
with newspapers.”

To learn more about NTVB
Media, visit NTVBMedia.
com or call 248-915-8793

WHAT YOU NEED TO FIX YOUR
DISTRIBUTION HEADACHE
Over more than 35 years serving the newspaper and print
media industry, Publishers Circulation Fulfillment, Inc. has
become one of the nation’s largest and most experienced provider
of print distribution, helping publishers and circulation
executives reduce costs, expand or maintain their delivery
footprint, and stabilize service to improve subscriber retention.
More recently, PCF has
launched Dart, a proprietary
delivery software platform to last
mile print distributors in the
United States and Canada. Dart
has quickly proved the most all-encompassing distribution
management, delivery and routing
solution on the market today.
Here’s what Dar t does: It
provides the industry’s only all-inclusive, comprehensive solution
available to meet all last mile
n e e d s , i n c l u d i n g D e l iv e r y
M a n a g e m e n t , Wo r k f o r c e
M a n a g e m e n t a n d Re s u l t s
Management. PCF’s “boots on the
ground” experience in print distribution allows it to work more as a
trusted partner, rather than just a
software vendor.
Dart reduces expenses for
publishers by simplifying route
efficiency and implementation,
and it quickly and painlessly
addresses daily surprises such as
splitting or combing routes when
carriers don’t show up or reassigning copies plus compensation
from one route to another. Visibility is a key feature of Dart’s
solution, which includes automatic
mapping of deliveries, visual
representations of route structures and viewable route travel
plans.
Complex deliveries – including
multiple products, sub-Zip zone
products and “ride-along” products
– can be integrated into the distribution process with unlimited
same-day routing. Dart Delivery
T rack simplif ies your TMC
business from delivery to real-time
results tracking with “Do Not
Deliver” compliance assured with
audio/visual prompts.
Publishers are finding Dart
helps them retain subscribers with
complaint management tools
including real-time alerts, custom

reporting and automation. And
Dart’s data warehouse unlocks
circulation system data and gets
you the information you need,
when and how you want it.
Perhaps the biggest headache
circulation executives face is
managing their independent
contractor carrier workforce. Dart
offers solutions from e-contracting
that ensures carrier contracts are
more secure, accurate and efficient
to carrier compensation with statements automatically generated
based on the current pay period’s
delivery data with adjustments
that can be set as recurring or
one-time events. Dart’s carrier
portal supports an independent
workforce, giving carriers to
review updates to their routes,
check compensation details – and
be in control of changes to the
delivery order or sequence of their
route or routes.
All PCF services and software
are backed by a well-seasoned
team of newspaper home delivery
experts, ready meet today’s distribution challenges and partner on
solving for the future of last mile
print and product delivery.

To learn more about PCF
and Dart, visit PCFCorp.
com or call 1-877-PCF-6668

WHY QUALITY PRINT PRODUCTS
ARE STILL VALUABLE IN A
DIGITAL LANDSCAPE
Even in an increasingly digital world, Southern Lithoplate
believes there is a place in the future for print.
“We completely understand and
accept the changing face of the
print market, but fully believe the
printed piece delivers value to
readers and advertisers and we are
fully committed to supporting the
needs of the print community,”
says Ted McGrew, Vice President
of Sales for Southern Lithoplate. “We fully believe that to
succeed in today’s competitive
market space, a quality printed
piece needs to be part of the
solution provided by the successful
provider.”
Southern Lithoplate is a United
States-based plate manufacturer
dedicated to servicing the print
needs of the newspaper
industry. The company manufactures printing plates from two
manufacturing facilities in Grand
Rapids Michigan and Youngsville
North Carolina. Their mission is
simple: to service the needs of
newspapers supplying printed
products to their customers
“This involves not only manufacturing printing plates but also
selling and servicing the equipment
u s e d t o p ro d u c e a p r i n t e d
product. The size of the service
department we employ today to
support the needs of the print
community is second to none,”
says McGrew.
Southern Lithoplate continues
to seek the most environmentally

friendly solutions, as evidenced by
the development of the Liberty
NXP no process thermal plate. This
plate enables printers to eliminate
plate processors and processing
chemicals, thus providing an environmentally friendly solution to
newspaper printers.
In addition to technological solutions, the company also provides
consultative services and has
worked directly with partners on
issues such as equipment
assessment and movement from
consolidated facilities.
“If newspapers have a problem
today and print is a part of that, we
are a part of the solution. We are
a phone call away,” adds McGrew.

To learn more about
Southern Lithoplate,
visit SLP.com or call
800-638-7990

HOW TO BETTER ENGAGE,
UNDERSTAND AND MONETIZE
YOUR AUDIENCE
Media organizations today face an unprecedented challenge
when it comes to having meaningful and engaging relationships
with their audiences.
Jesse Moeinifar, Founder and
CEO of Viafoura, believes in
empowering newspapers, journalists and media brands to build
a direct relationship with their
audience. Even the greatest newspaper with the best journalism will
not thrive if readers are not
actively engaged.
Moeinifar’s vision is to provide
media organizations another
vector to grow their audience
while connecting with their
readers in a truly meaningful way.
By introducing audience
engagement tools that power live
story coverage and real-time
conversations, more than 600
media brands today count on
Viafoura to enhance audience
experience and maintain a deep
understanding of their readers’
behavior.
“Building a direct relationship
with your audience is more
important than ever in today’s
media landscape,” Moeinifar
explains. “Viafoura empowers
newspapers to better build,
manage and monetize their audiences in real-time. Our mission is
to be a true partner in audience
engagement, meeting the needs
and interests of all our customers
as they build their brands and
create loyal audiences around
their content.”
Viafoura provides the tools and
opportunities necessary to
increase engagement at every step
of the user journey — to create a
loyal online community of readers,
contributors, influencers and
subscribers.
“A lot of digital engagement
tools journalists use to connect
w i t h t h e i r re a d e r s h a r ve s t
audience data, or worse, sell it to
other third parties,” Moeinifar
said. “Viafoura is committed to
providing real-time engagement

tools that surface valuable insights
back to publishers to better understand their audiences in their
journey to build a direct relationship.”
Today’s news consumer wants
to engage in discussions around
important topics, live events, or
streaming and broadcast videos,
according to Moeinifar. Viafoura
focuses on the needs of the
audience. Live Chat, part of the
Viafoura Conversations Suite,
helps publishers achieve
engagement with short-form, live
conversations in a format that’s
intuitive and mobile-friendly. Live
Stories, another Viafoura Conversations tool, lets publishers deliver
a real-time reporting experience.
Users aren’t tempted to go elsewhere for real-time coverage, but
can instead stay on site to follow
breaking news, sports events, reactions to TV shows or community
discussions.
With Viafoura Conversations,
jour nalists can easily star t
real-time conversations from the
office or in the field, directly
on-site. Using Viafoura Automated
Moderation, newsrooms can
uphold their community guidelines in real-time without the need
to worry about trolls, hate speech,
harassment or any unwanted
discourse. A.I.-based moderation
technology makes the job of
engagement less taxing for the
newsroom, more fulfilling for audiences, and safer for all. In turn,
journalists are encouraged to
connect community members
around the topics that matter most
to them.
Most important, armed with
their own audience insights,
publishers can drive revenue and
increase registration. Viafoura
engagement solutions — including
user registration and profile

Moeinifar

To learn more about
Viafoura, visit Viafoura.
com or call +1-800-711-4838
to speak with an Audience
Engagement Specialist

management, content curation
tools, personalized notifications,
alerts, analytics and APIs —
empower news media brands to
build premium member and
subscriber experiences.
“The newspaper industry is the
home of independent, in-depth
journalism,” Moeinifar says.
“Journalism is vital for democracy
and society as a whole, but journalism must be supported by
strong and sustainable business
models. Viafoura assist in building
the business of journalism so that
it can remain independent.”

WHY HAPPY CUSTOMERS ARE
KEY—EVEN FOR NEWSPAPERS
Keeping customers happy is a fundamental practice for
any business – including newspapers.
Since 2003, VoicePort, LLC has
been partnering with newspapers
to help better care for their
customers through innovative
communication solutions.
“We pride ourselves on working
collaboratively with each of our
customers to provide a system that
meets their current needs and can
be easily adapted to meet any
future goals set by the newspaper
or industry,” says Dan Martini, VP
Sales Newspaper Division at
VoicePort. “We strive to be recognized as trusted, responsive, and
customer-focused while also being
the leading provider in interactive
multi-channel communication
solutions.”
VoicePort offers two core media
products: CircPor t and the
Customer Journey Platform.
CircPort features a suite of interactive technologies, all of which
help facilitate clarity and efficiency in daily customer interactions. The IVR solution, for
example, uses both speech recognition and touch-tone technology
on calls for a higher degree of automation. It also provides userfriendly menus, real-time
t r a n s a c t i o n s a n d e x t e n s ive
analytics.
The latest addition to the
VoicePort lineup is the Audience
Engagement Solution (AES). The
module offers precise customer
targeting while simultaneously
enhancing the customer call experience. This provides marketing
and sales opportunities to a defined
target audience, thus ensuring the

right message to the right person
at the right time. The subscribers
can be segmented by a variety of
known characteristics from
multiple databases.
“By combining subscriber information from data sources that can
be utilized in AES, newspapers
now have oppor tunities for
improved customer handling. This
results in great customer satisfaction and revenue opportunities,” says Martini.
These recent additions to
CircPort are focused on assisting
newspapers with digital
subscription activation and acquisition. In the call flow, subscribers
who have not activated their digital
subscription will be notified. The
activation can occur through the
IVR, email, or text. Additionally,
the IVR can help subscribers troubleshoot their accounts. For
instance, if a subscriber forgets
their password, the IVR can take
the necessary steps to reset it.
VoicePort’s other chief product,
the Customer Journey Platform
(CJM), is a unified omnichannel
contact center solution deployed
and managed from the cloud. The
tool utilizes advanced predictive
analytics to identify customer
needs based on their stage in the
customer journey and match them
with the best available agent.
VoicePort is proud to serve newspapers of all sizes to optimize each
call center, regardless if it is being
outsourced.

To learn more about
VoicePort products or
team, visit www.VoicePort.
net

HOW TO BE LOCAL AND
DIGITAL WITH EASE
TownNews traces its beginnings to 1989 in the tiny back shop
of the Bigfork Eagle, the Montana weekly newspaper owned by
Marc Wilson, Virginia R. Wilson and Robert P. Dalton.
Long before the internet was
even on most people’s radar, the
owners saw a need to help
community newspapers with
developing technology.
Today, more than 1,700 clients –
newspapers, broadcast, college,
radio, magazine and web-native
clients – rely on TownNews for
digital transformation, including
some of the most distinguished
media org anizations in the
industry.
“Our pedigree is in local media,”
s ay s B r a d Wa r d , C E O o f
TownNews. “Our origin at a local
paper inspires us today to propel
our customers to thrive in this
industry now and in the future. We
fill the digital needs of a modern
media organization in a way that
a one-size product, or a private
equity firm’s patchwork of ‘solutions’ simply can’t.”
The ever-changing media landscape since 1989 continues to challenge newspapers to transform
their business models. As digital
news and advertising preferences
morph with each new technological development, TownNews
evolves offering new products and
services.
“Our mission is to provide media
companies with the services, technology, and guidance to transform
their businesses and thrive in the
digital age,” says Ward. “Our
customers need to reach their
audiences, no matter where they
are, or what device they’re using.
They also need to cultivate deeper
connections with the communities
in which they operate. TownNews
empowers our customers to
achieve those goals, while growing
revenue, and expanding audience
and engagement – on an integrated, cost-effective platform.”
TownNews not only offers a full
range of digital products and solutions for local media, including:
• content management
• digital publishing

• video management
• apps
• OTT
• e-Editions
• data management
• programmatic advertising, and
more…
The company draws on the
collective knowledge and experience of its customer base, which
allows it to share best practices
and help clients address emerging
trends and take advantage of new
opportunities no matter what size
market the newspaper serves.
“Our solutions are fully-integrated, so our customers benefit
from easy, unified workflows –
reducing training and increasing
efficiency,” says Ward. “Plus, we
free you from the headache of
maintaining complicated hardware
and software, so you can concentrate on what matters: creating
great content and deepening your
connection to your community.
“Most people probably think of
us as a CMS company, but we offer
a huge range of innovative
products and services. Our breadth
is staggering, and with everything
under one roof, we’re able to price
very competitively. When you
choose TownNews, you’re making
a decision that will help you thrive
now – and into the future.”

To learn more about
TownNews and its
products, visit TownNews.
com or call 800-293-9576

TownNew’s visionary founders
started a technology company
before it was the thing to do. It has
steadily evolved from its humble
beginnings into the multi-faceted
digital solutions provider. However,
through it all has been a singular
focus on doing one thing and doing
it well: Providing the best technology and services with a deep
commitment to ensuring a prosperous future for local media.

HOW TO SOLVE YOUR DIGITAL
PROBLEMS WITH A SINGLE,
SIMPLE SOLUTION
As the newspaper industry has evolved over the last almost
three decades, so too has Presteligence.
Since 1990, the software solutions company has been serving
prepress production departments
with the latest technologies.
“We have solely focused on the
newspaper industry through its
ups and downs and truly think
ab o u t o u r m e d i a p a r t n e r s ’
potential and how our technology
can propel their future success,”
says Bob Behringer, President and
C E O o f P re s t e l i g e n c e. “ B y
engaging in open dialog with newspapers, we are able to design and
develop tools that fix their pain
points and make their big picture
strategies a reality.”
As newsrooms get smaller and
newspapers continue to do more
with fewer resources, Presteligence strives to create efficiencies
and automate historically time and
l a b o r- i n t e n s ive t a s k s . T h e
company’s flagship product,
NewsXtreme, for instance, eliminates manual labor from the
production process using complete
automation page pairing and imposition.
Presteligence also offers a host
of solutions to serve newspapers’
digital needs. The company’s latest
product, My News 360 platform,
replaces a significant number of
legacy systems using cloud-based
hosted service solutions. It’s an
all-in-one integrated system for
everything from editorial/CMS
and website hosting to mobile apps
and geo-targeting.
“Right now, newspapers doing
all the things the My News 360
platform does with five or six
different vendors, and everyone of
them has their own interface and
there’s always potential for error.
It’s just not very efficient and
newspapers can’t get away with

inefficient anymore,” explains
Behringer. “We are able to replace
a multitude of vendors with My
News 360, which simplif ies
workflow to help newspapers
survive and even thrive.”
It also gives newsrooms the
freedom and flexibility to get out
of the newsroom without missing
a beat. With My News 360, reporters
can write, report and post content
from the field with their mobile
device. Paginators and editors are
able to design pages remotely, so
they’re no longer held captive to
network restrictions and slowdowns.
“I’ve been working with newspapers for my entire career, so I
have a special place in my heart for
the industry, and think that newspapers should be the backbone of
the community,” says Behringer.
“At Presteligence, we want to
provide the tools they need to
continue delivering high quality
and crucial journalism to their
local communities.”

To learn more about
Presteligence, visit
Presteligence.com or
call 888-438-6050

GET REAL RESULTS WITH A
COMPREHENSIVE, HANDS-ON
APPROACH TO TECHNOLOGY
AffinityX offers a wide range of services and solutions to local
media clients, from prepress, to digital revenue solutions and
sales enablement to help them gain extended reach and targeting
beyond O&O inventory.
But for founder/EVP David
Grant, Af f inityX’s strongest
offering is its people and their
commitment to their clients.
“One of the things that sets us
apart is our hands-on approach.
When we talk about helping our
customers, much of what we’re
talking about is system
management, which requires
being on-site,” explains Grant.
“You have to be there, living their
life. You can’t just sell something
to clients and hope that it just
works. You have to be on the
ground with them for its implementation.”
Before founding AffinityX in
2000 with his wife Joanna, Grant
was operating a manufacturing
company, which became an early
adopter of international
production when they built a
factory in India in 1985. Much of
the company’s business involved
producing creative designs,
embroidery and screen-printing
for big-name sports companies.
According to Grant, that experience in the textile industry has
infor med Af f inityX’s understanding and appreciation of the
newspaper industry.
“Newspapers are an industry
under duress and I think we really
appreciate those challenges
because of our history,” he says. “I
have lived similar challenges in the
textile industry, so we know what
it’s like to be in that position. We
know how hard it is to change
everyone’s perception of what
needs to be done to fix things.”
Another factor that makes
AffinityX stand out is the results
its services garner for clients. One

such client is Sound Publishing,
which has 47 newspaper titles.
Since rolling out AffinityX AudienceX – a comprehensive digital
advertising solution — in 2017, the
publishing company has experienced a 15 percent year-over-year
revenue growth, deeper market
penetration, an increased competitive edge and a better trained sales
force for improved close rates.
“This relationship has enabled
us to target customers we had no
ability to work with previously, as
we were viewed as a typical-printcentric company,” says Rudi
Alcott, Director of Digital Revenue
at Sound Publishing. “Additionally, this opened the door to a
different set of budgets that we
were not exposed to before — the
companies that we work with typically keep their digital budgets
separate from any other kind of
advertising. This has positioned
our company to better compete
and grow.”

To learn more about
AffinityX’s full suite of
products and services,
visit AffinityX.com
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